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A statement Gosling sofa upholstered in Lelièvre’s rich green 
velvet eff ortlessly connects the kitchen to the living area, 

creating a sense of fl uidity. The abundance of natural light 
fl oods the shared space elevating the contemporary ideal of 

open-plan living.  
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MAKING AN ENTRANCE…

A clean-cut contemporary entrance in a classical period 
building brought to life by precision panelling, bespoke pieces 

and optimising refl ection. 

THE MAN CAVE

The ultimate ‘man cave’ complete with a walnut DJ Station and 
boxing glove lamps to echo the painting behind. The ceiling was 
opened up to hang an informal arrangement of crystal decanter 

chandelier lamps. 
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DINING

To create a sense of space we used Fromental’s silk paper and 
Gosling bespoke mirrors to bounce the light and refl ections 

around the room. The dining table is stained mahogany with 
inlays of bone 

DRESSING ROOM

A meticulously designed bespoke dressing room is the ultimate 
luxury. The open island with glass top drawers provides 

functionality with aesthetics, a sartorial expression of the client.   

BATHROOM

A Soanian double vaulted ceiling adds to the grandeur, 
with a backdrop of Buckingham House from 

Designer’s Guild Royal Collection.
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THE PIANO ROOM

The Bistro table, sourced and refurbished by Gosling elegantly 
expands from seating for 4 to 16 and is placed on a statement rug 
from The Rug Company. The black lacquer cabinets are crafted 

with inlays of Iksel papers. 

A room with a view maximises the light by leading to a 
contemporary conservatory and on to the light fi lled garden.  

The bespoke Gosling credenza is crafted in sycamore and 
limed oak. 

London’s Heartbeat

KITCHEN & SNUG

Colefax & Fowler ‘fashion’ fabric creates a modern twist to the 
bespoke kitchen with lights from Hammimi. 

BEDROOM

“I love creating a ‘room within a room’ The space is adorned with 
a stunning Paulo Moschino four-poster bed, its beauty 

complemented bespoke panelled white gold Japanese screens 
seamlessly embedded in the wardrobe doors.” 

Tim Gosling 
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ENTRANCE HALL

The colour and vibe of the entrance hall echoes the client’s passion 
for the Christian Dior showroom and iconic use of pink and silver. 


